Call US :

01794 328442

Price Ex VAT:

£7,331.57
Carriage Free UK mainland.

Description
The Hyundai DHY35KSEm is a single phase diesel generator with a maximum output of 33kW/45kVA. Designed for
domestic or professional use, the DHY35KSEm is powered by a 35hp 1500rpm diesel engine and is equipped an AVR
alternator to produce clean energy. This means that any sensitive electronic equipment, such as televisions, PCs and
laptops, can safely be powered by the DHY35KSEm. The DHY35KSEm can be started manually by using the key, or
connected to an ATS (Automatic Transfer Switch) system. An ATS system will automatically detect a loss of power from
the mains, turn your DHY35KSEm on automatically, and then turn it off again when power returns from the mains. The
DHY35KSEm benefits from being an economical diesel generator, capable of running on red diesel which is significantly
cheaper than road diesel and is safer to store than petrol. Housed within a sound proof canopy that undergoes an
anti-corrosion painting process called electrophoretic painting. This process ensures all areas of the canopy have an
evenly applied thickness of paint, ensuring maximum corrosion protection. Fitted with an MRS 10 control panel interface
as standard, its user friendly interface gives fingertip control over several operating parameters as well as providing
information statistics relating to engine, output and generator running parameters. Running at 1500rpm, the engine is
stressed less than in 3000rpm generators and this helps extend the lifespan of the machine if properly serviced.

Features
1500rpm for longevity and low maintenance
AVR for clean electrical output
Silenced, weather-proof canopy

Specification
Field

Detail

Model Code

DHY35KSEm

Engine Brand

Hyundai

KVA (Stand By)

45

Max Watts

33kW

RPM

1500

Phase

Single phase

Fuel

Diesel

Weight (Kgs)

1045

Carriage Free UK mainland.
Product Pricing
Item Name

Price

DHY35KSEm

£7,331.57
ex vat
£8,797.88
inc vat

